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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes (April 16, 2016)
Doubts & Questioning Ace and/or Arospec Identities and Experience

6 attendees

 asexuality vs. sexual suppression/repression

◦ some people identify as ace who have come to it via things like childhood sexual trauma and 
that's perfectly valid

▪ doesn't matter why someone is ace or if anything caused it (or if someone was “born this 
way”, it's equally valid

 asexual & Aspergers / autistic spectrum overlap

◦ overlap between communities and a lot of gender diversity in both

▪ e.g., autistic-specific gender identities where someone's experience of their gender is tied 
to or only makes sense in the context of them being autisitic (e.g., autigender & facigender
— analogous to some other neurotype-specific gender identities, source)

◦ “autism” (developmental disorder, social functioning, sensory processing, etc.) and 
“asexuality”(about lack of sexual attraction or desire or about not wanting to have sex or 
sexual relationships) are different things

▪ Note: many autistic adults prefer “autistic” over “people with autism” (e.g., explanation) 
including autistic aces who've discussed this in the context of Ace Toronto

 Why ask the question? What are people looking for? (when they ask the question of “Am I ace or 
am is this just because I'm [something else— repressed, autistic, traumatised, etc.]?)

◦ it doesn't matter— we are who we are

 Why do the questions come up?

◦ Is my aceness/aroness because of some other issue? If so, am I supposed to fix it?

◦ Some people do decide to stop identifying as ace or drop out of ace community after 
questioning, but that's doesn't make aceness less valid (and many people come to ace identities
and community after questioning)

 Some people's experiences are fluid (similar to genderfluid) and might fluctuate ofter lifetime or 
on a day-to-day basis (e.g., aceflux)

 Questioning arospec stuff, particularly questioning if someone can still be aromantic if they are in 
a romantic/dating relationship

◦ feeling pressure or hostility from others to drop the “aro” part of their publicly declared 
identity because others are mean and insist it's impossible

◦ people in online discussions engage in aro-policing based on knowing that someone is in a 
partner relationships without necessarily even knowing what kind of relationship it is

◦ questioning being aro... when not having any romantic feelings, but feeling love, though not 
necessarily “in love”

 Where is the aro-policing criticism coming from?

◦ Toxic mentality of the speaker and possibly a way of policing themselves?

▪ Remember the impact on the person who is being subject to that hostility

http://realsocialskills.org/post/92439024532/autism-language-politics-and-history
http://nonbinary.org/wiki/Neurogender
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 Powerful “click” of realising aro-ness (i.e., that aromanticism is a thing and that it describes 
personal experience)

◦ and then to have someone try to take that away... lots of power in that moment over people

◦ and can't even share that experience with partner because partner would be hurt to know

▪ e.g., using “demiromantic” instead of “aromantic” even when there isn't any romantic 
feeling ever to avoid hurting partner by the idea that it's not possible to love back in the 
same way 

▪ can't seek support from partner when this happens (even though that's the kind of thing 
you're supposed to be able to seek support from a partner about)

 What does “platonic” mean?

◦ Fuzzy boundaries and unclear meaning

◦ maybe non-romantic; maybe non-sexual; maybe neither romantic nor sexual

◦ David Jay noting that there are more studies about dice than friendship

▪ way of talking about relationships in terms of time, touch and talk

◦ some weird discourse around “platonic” attraction and relationships especially from the not-
necessarily-ace arospec world (in the context of aromantic discourse using the “we're just like 
everyone else” and “aromantics can still love and do partner relationships” assimilationist 
versions of aromantics)

▪ QP (queerplatonic / quirkyplatonic) relationships—words from an ace context to describe 
relationships that aren't romantic but don't fit the “friendship” box properly

▪ picked up and used as a way of making “monogamy” possible for aromantics to assimilate

▪ also people resisting against that and against the idea of having to have partner 
relationships, so creating “aplatonic”... and using “platonic attraction” as the basis for 
relationships even if it doesn't really work that way

◦ outside of the ace/aro world, people usually only focus on “platonic” to negate the (false) 
perception that there's something romantic or sexual going on; to negate gossip... but if people 
weren't so focused on looking for those things, there wouldn't be any need to negate them 

▪ e.g., friend group where people had unacknowledged crushes on others regularly telling 
each other they loved each other and specifying it was platonic to avoid any awkwardness

 as a way of minimising feelings

▪ hierarchy between romantic and other feelings (e.g., amatonormativity)

 asexuality and aromanticism using different symbols and flags

◦ ace of spades (aromantic asexual) and ace of hearts (romantic asexual) both from early in ace 
community

▪ ace of diamonds and clubs invented by TheAsexualityBlog for “Ace Day” (with criticisms 
about making romantic orientations mandatory, e.g., source ... along with other criticisms 
about the day itself, e.g., source)

◦ not everyone experiences asexuality and aromanticism separately and the idea of “romantic 
orientation” doesn't work or make sense to everyone

http://queerascat.tumblr.com/post/118712655161/ace-day-what-you-should-know
http://centrumlumina.tumblr.com/post/118453845199/its-aceday-asexuality-needs-to-be-better
http://theasexualityblog.tumblr.com/post/115695074156/ace-visibility-day
http://asexualunderground.blogspot.ca/2008/10/magic-words-part-2-time-touch-and-talk.html
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 A for “ally” (or different things)

◦ depends on the organisation

◦ at WorldPride 2014 (Toronto), the A was for “ally”

◦ Pride Toronto 2016 includes “asexual” in their list of communities that are part of pride in the 
parade terms and conditions (but they don't use an acronym with LGBTQ+... anymore at all—
the Dyke March still does, but their info for 2016 isn't up, so it's not clear what it will stand for
this year or what it will be... but they did have an “A” for “asexual” in the parade in 2015)

 Love...

◦ The idea that it's easier (for some people) to love or open one's heart to animals than humans

▪ love as being free from judgements and that's what animals do

◦ Love as deep friendship 

▪ same kind of love for close family member as for “romantic partner”

▪ very close, deep feeling and willingness to “go to bat for them”

◦ Media messages that you can't love family members the way you love a romantic partner

▪ people laugh at the idea of finding someone to date who is like a sibling

◦ different ideas about love that resonate with different people and with people at different times
and parts of life 

 Attraction

◦ experiencing aesthetic attraction or other types of attraction

▪ can be to people of one gender more than other gender(s)

▪ even if you're in an established relationship with someone and you experience attraction to 
people of another gender (even if it's more attraction than to the partner), it doesn't take 
anything away from that relationships

 attraction is not necessarily the basis for relationships and relationships can be based 
on a lot of other things

 the importance of being “open” with partners (e.g., as a way to make relationships work)

◦ e.g., being open to a straight person about being non-binary and if they're okay with that (even
if it goes “against” their orientation), then it can work

◦ issues of doubt from a partner about ace and/or arospec identity

▪ e.g., meeting a partner during a period of drug-induced hypersexuality (high libido, no 
sexual attraction)... partner having a hard time accepting ace identity later on or aromantic 
identity later on even if the motivation for spending time with someone in a “romantic” 
setting wasn't about romantic attraction

▪ non-ace partner willing to back off about sex when not interested anymore instead of 
pushing (even before coming out as ace or finding ace terminology)

 but still brings it up in arguments “but you weren't ace before!”

http://www.pridetoronto.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/Pride_Toronto_2016_Parade_Terms_and_Conditions.pdf
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 Questions to Advice Blogs: “I'm _____ / I have done ______ , am I still ace?”

◦ answering that “yes you can be ace even if ______” is validating, but maybe not a useful 
answer for everyone—what else are people looking for? (Is it enough?)

▪ maybe that's not really getting at why people are asking or what they're looking for... what 
else are people looking for beyond validation? 

 People identifying as “grey” as a way of beginning to access ace and/or aro identity (even if they 
ultimately identify as something not grey)

◦ i.e., people who identify as grey because they've had sex (so don't feel like they have a right to
identify as “asexual” directly)

▪ even if that's self-policing and feeling like one's not allowed to claim the label because of 
something like having had sex in the past

▪ learning that being ace is about attraction (or other things... not necessarily about 
behaviour)

 Peer pressure during younger years

◦ to have sex... to lose virginity and to keep having sex

▪ find self having sex more and more rarely (even though it's still expected) and when it's 
down to once a year “experimenting” with not doing it at all... and liking that and deciding 
it's not an experiment / no need to question anymore (but still without having the language 
of asexuality...)

 The idea that people can change over time

 The idea that people can make a decision to be ace vs. something you're “born with”

◦ a lot of people experience it as something they were born with

◦ a lot of people experience it as something they choose to pursue

▪ issue of confusing aceness with sexuality when we talk about “choice”

▪ maybe there is overlap with voluntary celibacy

 e.g., the Spinster Movement historically (not the same thing as asexuality—it was a 
political thing—but if those women were alive here and now, probably quite a few 
might identify as aroace)

◦ and Spinsters were target of hostility

 The role of marriage in society

◦ based in romantic love vs. based in practical/financial considerations (or survival)

◦ In Canada, a “marriage of convenience” (i.e., no sex or romance) is illegal for immigration 
purposes

▪ immigration requires massive evidence to prove the relationship is not only intimate but 
also possibly that it's sexual and/or romantic (even if the language they use is “genuine” 
their expectations are romantic and sexual... and they do actually ask some spouses 
questions about their sex lives)

▪ it's legal for 2 people who are already citizen to have a marriage of convenience though

http://autismserenity.tumblr.com/post/122318773321/fornaxed-good-lord-im-not-saying-you
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 “inability to consummate the marriage” is grounds for annulment, but if the parties 
agree that the marriage will be sexless beforehand, then it's legal (e.g., source)

▪ marriage for tax purposes... but only if you're in a good financial position (i.e., can loose 
disability benefits

 government trying to prove “spousal relationship” when there isn't one (i.e., living 
together / filing taxes as “common-law”; shared money stuff or children)

◦ the idea of people not having sex before marriage and how many people didn't find out until 
after they were married that sex was not something they wanted?

▪ Maybe if people had been able to know that earlier (i.e., if people had been having 
premarital sex earlier more openly) then asexual community might have formed earlier?

 Ace movement distinguishing aceness from celibacy

◦ to differentiate between religious prescriptions of celibacy or rules around sex... and 
personally choosing celibacy for self (for non-religious reasons)

 The idea of choosing to be ace

◦ choosing what parts of the self to recognise as valid and to focus on

◦ maybe not a choice to not experience sexual attraction, but is a choice to self-identify as ace 
and join ace communities

▪ that idea might smoothe over some of the doubts because being ace is a deliberate choice
— and it's based on what makes sense for you (so it's not something that anyone can tell 
you that you're not and other people's definitions don't really matter)

▪ in that sense, you're ace because you decided that you're ace

◦ also the idea of choosing to be ace on a deeper level

▪ society shapes experiences, activities, etc. and people can make deliberate choices about 
what they do that will challenge / change some of the social programming and might 
change the way they experience stuff

▪ What about people deciding to be straight?

 Already a lot of social coercion to be straight (i.e., compulsory heterosexuality exists—
explanation; Adrienne Rich's original 1980 text)

 no reason to believe that anything else can make people straight if that coercion 
already doesn't take...

 but might be possible for many people to challenge the impact of that coercion and 
some people won't end up being straight afterwards

 especially with women, many women come to identify as something other than straight
after a period of heterosexuality (many different coming-out narratives, and the “born 
this way, always knew” narrative is a dominant narrative for men, but only one of 
many for women—although of course it isn't for all men either)

 learning to love what's good for you and learning not to love what's harmful

◦ heterosexuality on a systemic level as harmful especially for women (e.g., life 
expectancy for men goes up, but goes down for women in marriage; inequalities in 
terms of housework; women enter poverty after divorce while men tend to do 
financially better; violence in hetero relationships—although of course violence is 

http://people.terry.uga.edu/dawndba/4500compulsoryhet.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compulsory_heterosexuality
http://www.justanswer.com/canada-law/351q5-does-canadian-marriage-consummated-order.html
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still possible in same-gender relationships too, etc.)

◦ if you're wanting to do a healthy intimate relationship between a man and a woman
there is a lot in terms of social expectations that partners will need to fight against

 in a context of compulsory heterosexuality and heterosexism... being straight is already
over-determined... going against the grain to choose to be otherwise

 if we lived in a different social context (without heteronormativity and patriarchy) 
things might be different but in this one... relationships can't be separated from social 
context

 The idea of “choosing to be ace” if you're “not really ace” (and does that idea even makes sense?)

◦ what would a person have to gain by identifying as ace / aro if “they're not” or if it's not 
something that they really feel (i.e., why would someone lie about it?)

◦ is the idea that thinking you are something and not actually being it... is that meaningful?

▪ Not so much

▪ maybe only in a hypothetical world that is ace-dominant (the way that our society is 
heteronormative) would that make sense... the way it might make sense in a 
heteronormative society for some people to identify as heterosexual and have other 
identities being better fits for them

◦ the question of “am I ace or am I just avoiding doing the hard work of developing a 
sexuality?” (maybe both... and maybe if developing a sexuality is hard work... and you 
certainly don't need to do it)

 explaining being ace to people who can't identify with it

◦ finding people aesthetically appealing without wanting sex (and not being able to identify with
non-ace experiences that put those 2 things together)

◦ how do you know you want to have sex when you're never had it? (clearly some people do)

▪ social pressure to have sex (and wanting to fit in)

▪ influence of social pressure on relationships and decisions to do things (e.g., sex, kiss, etc.)

 Books: 

◦ "Boston Marriages” by Ester Rothblum

▪ idea of Boston Marriages generally— how many are sexual vs. non-sexual and who would
know? (difficulty reading stuff into history)

◦ “The Invisible Orientation” by Julie Sondra-Decker

▪ good overview (by someone who is ace and who has been involved in ace community for a
very long time)

 The idea of “cheating” and what does this mean in a non-sexual relationship?

◦ presumes that you have a closed a “monogamous” relationship for it to make sense

◦ Depends on relationship— cheating = violating relationship boundaries (whatever they are)

▪ have to talk about it in all relationships (it's just that there are certain pre-determined 
expectations in sexual relationships that a lot of people already agree violate the terms of 
monogamous sexual-romantic relationships)

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B016HBYU7Y/ref=rdr_kindle_ext_tmb
http://www.amazon.com/Boston-Marriages-Romantic-Relationships-Contemproary/dp/0870238760
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 Finding ace clothing can be difficult

◦ nowhere to find a plaid shirt in ace pride colours!

◦ Seen ace bows, scarves, other paraphanalia, etc.

 TTC tokens

◦ switching to presto cards by 2017 (no tokens)

◦ men in business suits on the streetcars who don't pay fare and who claim they didn't know 
(even if you see the same guys do the same thing every morning)

▪ discussion of people with money cheating the system (more than others)

 Toronto actually has a boardwalk, and there's an actual beach in “The Beaches” (now “The 
Beach”) area

◦ boardwalk like in the songs!

 How old is the building that is currently the 519 and what did it used to be?

◦ “Built in 1906 as an annex to the elite Granite Club (its 1880 original now long gone but for a 
fragment of wall backing Cawtrha Park), 519 Church has housed two athletic clubs, the 
German Club Harmonie, and the 48th Highlanders legion hall. It became a city-run 
community centre in 1975.” (Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives: source)

 Recent political marches of discussed

◦ march to INAC (Indigenous Northern Affairs Canada) office calling for immediate action 
from Trudeau & government to help the Community of Attawapiskat (who recently declared a 
state of emergency because of the high suicide rate) [media coverage here and here]

◦ march to raise the minimun wage to $15/hour [media coverage here and here]

▪ some discussion of what a $15/hour minimum wage would mean 

 Upcoming May Day march “to mark International Worker’s Day, for migrant and worker’s rights 
and in support of Indigenous people’s struggles” (history of the event here)

Possible ideas for events:

 Ace Toronto beach trip!

 Summer camping trip?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Workers'_Day
https://www.facebook.com/events/1579171805728189/
http://rabble.ca/news/2016/04/its-been-real-struggle-workers-across-canada-fight-15-and-fairness
http://www.citynews.ca/2016/04/15/thousands-rally-for-15-minimum-wage-mandatory-paid-sick-days/
http://15andfairness.org/latest/april-15-actions-across-ontario/
http://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2016/04/13/ontario-health-minister-announces-aid-for-attawapiskat.html
http://toronto.ctvnews.ca/protesters-stand-in-solidarity-with-attawapiskat-stage-sit-in-at-inac-office-in-toronto-1.2857519
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10100370007485022&set=a.604431074312.2149983.119102241&type=3
http://www.clga.ca/Material/Records/docs/toronto/cwrandom.htm

